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About This Game

Far away, lost in another dimension, there‘s a world where human dreams come to life. A land built upon sweet dreams where
Trekkie and her friends live, safe from the bitter monsters inhabiting the dark world of nightmares. But even all the fear and
anguish in the land of the human aren't enough for the nightmare monsters, who are stealing the dreams of Trekkie‘s world,

keeping them hidden while dreams are corrupted and transformed into nightmares. Help Trekkie find their dreams before it‘s
too late!

Features

50+ levels

Charming world with a cartoon, minimalistic style

Retro-inspired 8-bit sound effects and music

Avoid your enemies
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Iz very fun game, very fast, very nice :>
Srsly tho, one of the best speedrun-like game yet. Reach for the sun is a fairly short but fairly relaxing game. It is not the sort
you play to get psyched, excited, to feel the rush of blood one would get from winning in PvP or getting a head shot; it is the sort
of game you would enjoy at a zen garden, during a short break, or just before going to bed to wind down.

If I have to criticize, I would say that "Reach for the Sun" lacks development. The game have potentials but the developers
failed to bring out it's shine; there are five different kinds of plant and that's all there is to it, and the gameplay is the same for
all five of them. The game might benefit a bit more interesting and longlasting if there are a dozen or more plant, which is
where the developers should spent their time on; but instread, the devlopers spend a sizeable chunck of their time on the in game
Almanac and putting a voiceover like it's a audio book. Which is the one feature that I literally never use because the game
already have a comprehensive tutorial.

However, for those who enjoys relaxing, light puzzle games, I'd still recommend giving this game a shot. This game could have
gone further but for five dollar it's definitely money well spent.

Score: 7\/10. Couldnt even get past the tutorial due to no minimap showing up so failing to find the vortex.. First off, this is not
a bad game, if like many had pointed out, Banished did not exist, this might be a different review. It does however, so a positive
differential between these two games would swing my vote.

The initial difference you will find is the visual novel superimposed upon the game. The story is written with some competency
and as is the way with v.n.'s, it's quite in your face about some of the sordid details of life. Now when I first booted this game up
it asked whether I was female or male, the default being female, this told me that the developers were targeting the fairer sex
and that coupled with the visual novel aspect, really puts me out in the cold.

The game itself, is fine, the standard resource collection and settlement building is in place. Nothing separating it from
Banished, save for the fact the simulation is less complex. There are nice touches, the way you build a jetty was quite nice and
well thought out.

The graphics, they're better than Banished but only just, there is the most desperate need for SSAO, if they added that it would
look so much better. The models, functional, again no better than the aforementioned game, no specular, no bump, modest scale
textures.

I won't touch on the maps, or lack thereof, the future will tell.
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All in all, if the story was reflected in the code, this would be the most amazing game but at the moment, the separation between
the two is so large, it highlights the loss of direction this team has experienced.. As much as I want to love this game, it's not a
Space Engineers killer.

Needs a few more major updates, then we can try again.. Sadly at this point I can't recommend this game, even though I
absolutely love it. There are simply far too many bugs in it for it to be released, and I therefor can't recommend people to spend
money on it.

It's too bad really. The idea and concept of this game is absolutely brilliant. When it works, I absolutely love playing it. My
girlfriend and I love creating recipes in the creator, which is a great addition, although a bit wierd to get into at first. (She's a
pastry chef and I'm a bartender, so the culinary world is a passion of ours).

On the possitive side, so far the developers and support crew have been great. They're working hard to clean up the bugs in the
game, so at some point I'm sure this game will be perfect. But for now, hold off on the buy.. One of the best game ever made
even better on PC !
Playing the game with the mouse made me rediscover the game & the feeling is just awesome! It feels like it was always
designed to be played with a mouse.
I won't comment on VR since I don't have a VR headset, but I am looking forward to trying the game with one.
. Nothing beats crawling for 45 minutes on the ground, easing closer and closer to two big ol' turkeys.
You want the one on the left, because he is naturally bigger than the one on the right.
As you move closer and closer, your heart pounds.

You notice the turkey on the right is moving closer to you preventing you from moving, he is within 30 yards of your spot in the
thick grass.
You see the trophy tom on the left moving away from you just out of reach of your longbow. Spooking the Turkey on the right
could end the hunt empty handed.
You decide to go with it and ease toward the bigger tom, and as you get within 25 yards,
You Draw the bow.

You have to be quick before the turkeys fly off, all the practice you put in at the range with your bow leads up to this point.
You released the arrow, and it flies right over the turkey's head and lands behind him.
You quickly try to get in another shot, but it is too late.
Both turkeys fly off as you stand up, in complete and utter frustration.

over an hour spent moving like a turtle, leaves you empty handed, only to be mauled by a cougar a few moments later.

9\/10 would get mauled again.
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I actually really loved this story. Great characters, fun and entertaining to read through.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yeah, the
game REALLY needed this, thanks to the devs for listening to the reviews.. if you like shmups..get the collection. if you like
awesome music...get the collection......if your even reading this...get get the collection. you get 3 awesome games. was going to
wait for a sale but i ended up getting it full price because a i was about to get the crysis thing with warhead for 9.99. but then i
saw that it had an install limit. and said "know what im gonna get that awesome game collection for the same price."
if your still not sure i haave one thing to say:
THERES THE DEMO BUTTON------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
NOW CLICK IT!!!!!! be sure to ply it in windowed for now tho cause fullscreen is currently not working for me at least. BUT
ITS STILL AWESOME!!!. As a golf game, this kinda blows. As a game where you ♥♥♥♥ around shooting at coins and crates
and stuff, it's not that bad. I can't really stand to put more than 20 minutes at a time into this game though.. 4\/10!

This game is short but fun. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.. Extremely simple tower game. Basiclaly you build a
turret base, which is on the defense tab, then you build a minign laser which is on the industry tab, then you build a second turret
base and a defence laser, then you build a generator and a shield generator. Rinse and repeat, that is the entire depth of the
game.

Waves consist of 2 enemies. Airboerne diamond gems thingies and ground based blob lookign thingies.

Oh and even as simple as it is, it will only run at 12 frames per seond on my super-potato. Honestly, for the price get something
else. Also its written in unity which means it will always be laggy.
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